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Numerical Programming I (for CSE)

Tutorial 9: Numerical Quadrature

I 1) The Rectangle Rule

Show that all linear polynomials p ∈ P1 are integrated exactly with the rectangle rule.

2) Trapezoidal Sum and Simpson Sum

Consider the integral

I(f) :=
∫ 2

−2
f(x) dx, f(x) := 4− x2.

I a) Compute I(f) analytically.

I b) Compute

(i) the trapezoidal sum QTS(f, h),

(ii) the Simpson sum QSS(f, h),

each with n = 4 subintervals, and estimate the error of both approximations (do not use the
exact result from a)!).

P c) Write two programs
function Qf = int trapezoidal(f, a, b, n)

and
function Qf = int simpson(f, a, b, n)

that compute the value of ∫ b

a
f(x) dx

for an arbitrary function f via the trapezoidal sum and Simpson sum, respectively. The
variable n denotes the number of subintervals and has to be even in case of using Simpson’s
rule. Check the correctness of your program with the help of the results from b).

Think about how to get an adaptive quadrature based on Simpson’s rule!

3) Extrapolation

a) Presence exercise (specification will follow in the tutorial).

b) Presence exercise (specification will follow in the tutorial).



P c) Implement a function

function Qf = int extrapolation(f, a, b, tol, ni)

that computes an approximation of

I(f) :=
∫ b

a
f(x) dx

for an arbitrary function f via extrapolation. In every step, use

tol := |T[1]− T[0]|

as error estimator (notation of T[k] as in the lecture!) and abort, if the tolerance tol is
less than machine accuracy eps. The optional variable ni denotes a sequence (ni)i=0,...,N

that specifies the sequence of step withs hi = b−a
ni

. Use successive bisection, if no sequence is
specified.

Test your program with f1(x) = x9 and f2(x) = ex and a = 0, b = 1, tol = 10−9. Output the
error |I(f)−T[k]| for every k in every extrapolation step to see the quality of the approximations.
Why will f2 never be integrated exactly?

I 4) Gaussian Quadrature

Gaussian quadrature is a numerical quadrature method that is exact for polynomials of degree 2n−1
by a suitable choice of nodes xi and corresponding weights gi, i = 1, . . . , n. If we consider the interval
[−1, 1], application of Gaussian quadrature yields to

I(f) :=
∫ 1

−1
f(x) dx ≈

n∑
i=1

gif(xi).

a) At Gaussian quadrature, the set of nodes {xi; i = 1, . . . , n} ⊂ [−1, 1] is defined as the roots of
the Legendre polynomials

ωn(x) :=
n!

(2n)!
Dn

(
(x2 − 1)n

)
.

Find the nodes xi such that the numerical quadrature is of degree of accuracy 3.

b) Show that the weights gi can be computed by

gi :=
∫ 1

−1
Li(x) dx

with Lagrange polynomials Li, and compute the weights that correspond to the nodes xi

from a).

c) Compute the integral

I(f) :=
∫ 1

−1
f(x) dx, f(x) := (x + 1)(x2 + 1)

(i) analytically,
(ii) numerically with 2-point Gaussian quadrature,

and compare the results.



~ 5) Archimedes’ Quadrature

Compute an approximation of the integral

I(f) :=
∫ 2

−2
f(x) dx, f(x) = 4− x2

with Archimedes’ quadrature which is based on the principle divide et impera and sums up areas of
triangles as illustrated in figure 1:

• Start with the initial triangle with base [−2, 2] and height g1.

• After that, add the areas of the triangles with bases [−2, 0] and [0, 2] and height g2, and go on
recursively.

• Stop recursion, if a partial area is ≤ 1
8 .

What is an advantage of Archimedes’ quadrature in comparison to Gaussian quadrature?
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Figure 1: visualization of Archimedes’ algorithm


